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IAPCMIntroduction(1)Introduction(1)
 In the fields of science and engineering, a great many of 

problems are a complex process with multiphysical coupling. 

BuildingMedicineAeronautics

Accident occurrence Nuclear engineering Water Dynamics
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 These multiphysical processes are usually described by high nonlinear par

tial differential equations; it is difficult to find the analytical solution.
 During the last three or four decades, numerical simulations of multiphysi

cal processes is playing increasingly important in scientific research or in 
the analysis and design of engineering.

Detonations and Combustions Implosion problems

Explosion and shock waves initial and boundary value problems
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 Basic steps of computational simulation

1. Geometry and domain 2. Generation mesh 3. Apply Loads and 
Boundary Conditions

4. Computational Analysis 5. Visualization
Errors and uncertainties in simulation code predictions have many sources, 
including the lack of knowledge of the underlying physics models, the variability 
of the initial geometry and materials, and degree of variability in the physical 
phenomenon itself. Errors and uncertainties may generate  in each 
simulation Process

initial condition
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With the increasing reliance on simulation codes, it is 

becoming critically important to determine how well 
they predict actual physical phenomenon.

Users and developers of computational simulations 
codes today face a critical issue: How should 
confidence in modeling and simulation be critically 
assessed?

The verification, validation and uncertainty 
quantification (V&V&UQ) of computational 
simulations are the primary methods for building and 
quantifying this confidence.  Goal is to estimate and 
minimize uncertainty in predictions.
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 Left figure presents the 

content and procedure 
of the V&V&UQ 
activity and model 
development. We can 
see that there are two 
branches (experiment, 
simulation) in the V&V 
for reality of interest.

 Basic activity of 
V&V&UQ includes

      code verification, 
      calculation verification, 
      model validation, 
      uncertainty 

quantification. 
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 The 2D Euler equations in non-conservative form
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 Burn function for explosive 
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 Equation of state  for explosive  

 Equation of state for metal material
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 The main features of LAD2D   

 LAD2D computer code, which numerically solves the equations of multi-material, 
compressible fluid dynamics. Of particular interest is the general capability to handle 
material interfaces, including slip, cavitations, or void closure. Also included is the 
capability to treat high explosive (HE). 
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 The LAD2D code architecture (see Figure 1)  

Including: 1 support layer of basic calculation;          2 support layer of application 
module;
3 personality function layer of application software; 4 assemble application software 

FIGURE 1. The LAD2D code architecture
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 Computational scheme of LAD2D  

The computational method is based on the arbitrary unstructured polygonal grid. The 
Lagrangian finite volume method and various viscosity such as classical Von 
Neumann-Richtmyer viscosity (the quadratic form viscosity), Landshoff viscosity 
(linear viscosity), shock wave viscosity, subzonal pressure method, artificial heat 
exchange in eliminating nonphysical deformation of Lagrangian mesh.
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 The Changing Connectivity of Mesh Technology  

 The changing connectivity of mesh (topology transformation) is allowed during 
numerical simulation. Topological operations such as splitting and elimination of cells 
and edges, merging of cells is allowed in simulation process. This approach has 
successfully been implemented in LAD2D codes. 
For example, figure 2 shows an example of a detonation wave behind a backward-
facing step. The changing connectivity of mesh technology was used during the 
computational process. 

FIGURE 2. The changing connectivity of mesh applies to handle the large deformation
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IAPCMV&V Strategy of LAD2DV&V Strategy of LAD2D  (1)  (1)
 The figure 3 was presented the strategy for V&V&UQ of 

the detonation fluid dynamics in LAD2D. 

FIGURE 3.  verification, validation and uncertainty quantification in LAD2D 
From the upper layer to the lower layer, including type and content of the 
verification, validation and uncertainty quantification.. 
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IAPCMV&V Strategy of LAD2DV&V Strategy of LAD2D  (2)  (2)
 Software Quality Assurance 

The software quality assurance (SQA) is used to validate the quality of the software 
from software development to product release. We have suggested the software 
quality assurance model for development processes of 15 nodes of three stages based 
on the software engineering method. For detailed information, please see Figure 4.
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 Method of manufactured solutions

The method of manufactured solutions (MMS) is a more general approach for code 
verification. Contrast with the method of exact solution (MES), the MMS is more 
powerful in code verification within complex, nonlinear, higher dimensions, coupled 
PDEs. We have constructed MMS of hydrodynamics Euler equations in Lagrangian 
framework. The Figure 5 presents the procedure of MMS for code verification. 
Comparison between the numerical solutions and the MMS of time versus distance, 
velocity, density, pressure at versus initial position. The numerical solution is in good 
agreement with MMS.

FIGURE 5.  Comparison between the numerical solutions and the MMS of time versus distance, 
velocity, density, pressure versus initial position (Dashed line: numerical solution; Solid line: MMS)
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 Validation experiment hierarchy

Validation experiment hierarchy approach is recommended in the complex physical 
coupling system when it is impossible and impractical to conduct the direct validation 
experiment on the complete system. We have been constructed the validation 
hierarchy tiers of the detonation fluid dynamics model in LAD2D. For detailed 
information about validation activity of explosive detonation, please see Figure 6. 

FIGURE 6.  Validation hierarchy tiers of the detonation fluid dynamics model
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UQ and predictive capabilities
• we propose an efficient development assessment process for predictive software 

with high confidence (see figure 7). The best choice for the uncertainty 
quantification of any specific code will depends on experiments. 

V&V Strategy of LAD2DV&V Strategy of LAD2D  (5)  (5)
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Precision verification

Figure 8 Comparison between numerical results with the analytical solution for grid scale 
from 0.04 to 0.025 
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Model validation-Experiment model

Figure 9 Computational domain for detonation wave behind a backward-facing steps, and in 
near corner containing Lagrangian reference point A and point B. 
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Comparison between numerical results with the experimental data, LAD2D Comparison between numerical results with the experimental data, LAD2D 
software is reliable.software is reliable.
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Uncertainty quantification

In order to assessment numerical simulation capability to predict actual physical 
phenomenon, Figure 11 shows time histories for diffraction of a detonation wave 
behind a backward-facing step simulation, recorded position and velocity at 
Lagrangian reference point-A. 

Figure 11  Time histories for diffraction of a detonation wave behind a backward-facing 
step simulation, recorded at Lagrangian reference point-A within 0.466667cm of the corner. 

The left is the position, the right is the velocity 
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Uncertainty quantification

Figure 12 shows time histories for diffraction of a detonation wave behind a 
backward-facing step simulation, recorded position and velocity at Lagrangian 
reference point-B. 

Figure 12  Time histories for diffraction of a detonation wave behind a backward-facing 
step simulation, recorded at Lagrangian reference point-A within 0.03333cm of the corner. 

The left is the position, the right is the velocity 
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Conclusion and SuggestionsConclusion and Suggestions
 The credibility of the simulation results or prediction results in the 

numerical simulation software has an important influence on 
decision-making. Engineering application software V&V&UQ is 
a critical method used for evaluating the credibility of the 
software and simulation results.

 In this paper, we proposed the V&V&UQ strategy of detonation 
fluid dynamics LAD2D code. The V&V&UQ combines the 
strength of the physical experiment and numerical simulation; it is 
used to develop higher fidelity simulation software.

 The V&V&UQ strategy of detonation fluid dynamics in LAD2D 
was presents based on the foundation of scientific software’s 
V&V method. The basic framework of the module verification 
methods and the function validation method were proposed. 
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